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I have been researching Waste Matters – You Are My Future: Gut Love and producing art
works concerning gut microbiota and the immune system. As a patient with Crohn’s
disease, my interest in gut microbiota starts with my own diseased body. Recent
developments in medical gut research create a paradigm shift in the treatment of patients,
extending beyond our bodies to include ecological systems.
Combining performance, documentation, scientific analysis, data mapping, and
sculpture, Waste Matters – You Are My Future: Gut Love will ultimately produce a series of
discreet investigations and dialogs around the ecology of gut microbiomes, including a
history of shit. Looking at the politics of ecology, this work locates new paradigms of
relationships between the biomaterials of our bodies and our environments. What if we
lived on a diet including local dirt? What if we could make our own preserved super stool
bank? How can you make poop? What are our family microbiome signatures (our family
biome crest) and how do we change the microbiomes of our partners, our pets, our friends?
Using DIY methods of bio-research, I will look at the breakdown of materials and the
reconstitution of them as they are absorbed.
Waste studies is an important field at present — and human waste needs to be
included in this exploration. Waste Matters – You Are My Future: Gut Love will open up
various ways for people to think about tweaking their immune systems and feeding their
internal ecologies. Through biome analysis and mapping to picturing poop, this project
presents my last frontier. Having dealt with issues around shit almost all my life, I see my
own attempts to make this material invisible reflects our culture’s ways of covering waste.
This holistic view will allow for dialog between ecologists, biologists, activists, and artists
to catalyze the imaginary around the abject.
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